A) What is the output of the preprocessor for this example?

Program grades (to be completed by TA):
- hanoi.tar.gz:
- Makefile:
- hanoi.h:
- display.c:
- autosolve.h:
- autosolve.c:

B) What is the output of the preprocessor for this example?

C) This code fails to compile with a complaint that I am trying to define NumDisks and NumPins more than once. Why?

D) Draw a dependency graph for this program, assuming the executable is named `hanoi`.

E) If I do the following command: `touch hanoi.c` What targets will make rebuild?

F) If I touch `hanoi.c`, will that require make to rebuild (yes or no for each of the following):

- `hanoi.o`  
- `display.o`  
- `hanoi`